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Abstract. With the current advances of mobile computing technology, we are
witnessing an explosion in the development of applications that provide mobile
users with a wide range of services. Of special interest are those applications that
exploit the particular features of mobile environments to provide the user with
context-aware information. In particular, we focus on location-dependent queries,
which are still a subject of research mainly due to the lack of an architecture that
is well-adapted to deal with continuous location queries in an efficient way.
In this paper we present the distributed architecture, based on mobile agents, that
we propose to process continuous location-dependent queries in mobile environments. We then evaluate our proposal, showing that the system achieves a good
precision and scales up well.
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1 Introduction
With the current advances of mobile computing technology, we are witnessing an explosion in the development of applications that provide mobile users with a wide range
of services. While most of these services are the counterpart of those available in
desktop computers, there exist other applications that exploit the special features of
mobile environments to supply more relevant information. For example, the answer
to a location-dependent query depends on the locations of moving objects. A sample
location-dependent query is “show me the available taxi cabs within three miles of my
current location”, which could be very useful, for example, for a user looking for an
available taxi cab while walking home in a rainy day [14].
Nowadays there exist commercial applications that deal with some location-dependent
aspects. However, they present many disadvantages, among which we would like to
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point out the lack of a general architecture that is well adapted to deal with continuous queries in an efficient way. This implies that current solutions are only suitable for
the specific context for which they were developed and they do not work in a global,
large-scale and heterogeneous environment.
In this paper we present and evaluate an architecture for the processing of locationdependent queries [6] that is based on mobile agents. Mobile agents are autonomous
software entities that can stop its execution and resume it at a different computer, carrying their state information [11]. Thus, they execute in certain contexts (places) within
a computer, and can travel from one place to another. They are very useful to build
mobile computing applications [5], as they offer great advantages over the traditional
client/server approach in environments with limited or unreliable bandwidth, and also
allow disconnected operations.
In our approach, we use mobile agents to support our distributed query processing,
track interesting moving objects, and optimize the wireless communications without
the need of installing servers specialized in different tasks. Mobile agents are very convenient for this context, not only from a design and implementation point of view: it
also has been proved that the overall performance of a system based on mobile agents
is, at worst, similar to that of the equivalent system based on remote communications,
as shown, for example in [10].
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the underlying infrastructure that we consider for the processing of location-dependent queries, approach
that we describe in Section 3. The empirical evaluation of our query system appears in
Section 4. In Section 5 we present some related works. Finally, conclusions and future
work are included in Section 6.

2 Underlying Infrastructure
As framework of our work, we consider an infrastructure composed of moving objects
and proxy computers that provide location information.
Moving objects are entities provided with a wireless device (e.g., a car or a person
with a wireless communication device) and a mechanism that obtains their location.
Several positioning methods with different precision [3] can be used to get the location of a moving object (e.g., methods based on GPS or methods that require network
assistance). In our work, we do not make any assumption about the specific technique
used.
Proxies are computers that provide location information about objects located within
a certain area, that we call proxy area. In a cellular network [12, 2], a proxy area is obtained as the union of the coverage areas of one or more base stations. Although our
concept of proxy is similar to that of Location Server [9], we decided to use a different
term to fit it to the specifics of our decentralized query processing approach: 1) proxies
provide the software infrastructure needed for the execution of mobile agents, and 2)
there is a module called Data Management System (DMS) at the proxy.
The DMS handles location data about moving objects within its proxy area in order
to answer SQL queries about them. We do not focus here on the problem of how the
DMS is aware of the location of moving objects, but we would like to highlight some
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interesting alternatives: 1) it could receive GPS data from moving objects and use a
DOMINO database [15] to update efficiently these data, 2) it could use data stream
technology [1] to process the incoming location data regarding the queries currently
submitted to the proxy, 3) it could obtain the location data by using a network-based
positioning method, 4) it could query the moving object themselves about their location,
or 5) any hybrid approach is also possible.

3 Distributed Query Processing Approach
We explain in this section our approach for the processing of location-dependent queries [6].
For that purpose, we first introduce some terminology related to location-dependent
queries, and then describe the (mobile) agent-based architecture that we use to process
the queries in a distributed way.
Location queries are composed of location constraints that express location-dependent
conditions that moving objects must satisfy to be included in the answer to the query;
e.g., the constraint “Inside(5 miles, ‘car38’, policeCar)” selects the police cars (the target class, whose instances are termed target objects) within five miles around the moving object identified as “car38” (the reference object).
1: location-dependent query ⇒ parametrized SQL queries
2: while (not cancel) do
3: Obtain the locations of the reference objects
4: Update the SQL queries with the locations of the reference objects
5: for each SQL query do
6:
execute the query
7:
if there are several SQL queries about the same target class then
8:
Join the result of such queries
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
Present the answer to the user
12: end while
Fig. 1. Basic algorithm for location query processing

In Figure 1 we present the basic algorithm to obtain an answer to a location query.
The query is transformed into standard SQL queries about the locations of target objects. These queries are parametrized with the location of the reference objects, that
must be consequently obtained before executing the queries. We will explain in the following how this algorithm is executed in a distributed way; thus, for example, the line
6 in Figure 1 involves several proxy computers. The steps performed in our distributed
query processing approach are:
1. Analysis of the user query and translation into SQL queries (line 1 in Figure 1). The
Query Processor is the application executed on the user device (that we call monitor) that allows the user to issue queries. It first transforms the user query into an
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intermediate specification. Specifically, it obtains, for each constraint in the query,
its reference object, its target class, and an area of interest. Then, from this representation, one SQL query is obtained for each constraint, which is parametrized
with the location of the reference object.
2. Deployment of a network of agents, that consists of three steps (see Figure 2):
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Fig. 2. Deployment of the network of agents

– The Query Processor sends a MonitorTracker agent to the proxy in charge of
the monitor’s location (step 1 in Figure 2). This agent performs three main
tasks: a) to follow the monitor wherever it goes (moving from proxy to proxy),
b) to store the data requested by the user in case of disconnection of the monitor, and c) to refresh the data presented to the user in an efficient manner,
minimizing the wireless communications with the monitor (it will send only
the necessary information).
– For its last task, the MonitorTracker sends a Tracker agent to the proxy that
manages the location information of each reference object, initialized with the
SQL queries related to such a reference object (step 2 in Figure 2). A Tracker
agent performs three main tasks: a) to keep itself “close” to the proxy that
manages the location of its reference object, traveling from proxy to proxy
when needed in order to minimize the communication costs of tracking the
reference object, b) to detect and process new locations of its reference object
by querying the corresponding DMS at its proxy (line 3 in Figure 1), and c)
to detect and process the location of target objects inside the area of interest
around its tracked reference object.
– For its third task, a Tracker agent obtains for each SQL query in which its
reference object appears, the proxies whose area intersects the area of interest
of such an SQL query. Then, it creates one Updater agent on each of these
proxies (step 3 in Figure 2). The Updaters are static agents whose goal is to
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retrieve relevant target objects from the DMS at their proxy. They are initialized
with the SQL query that they must execute; such query is based on the current
location of the reference object 3 .
3. Execution of standard queries (line 6 in Figure 1). Each Updater agent executes its
SQL query over the DMS of the proxy where it resides, with the goal of retrieving
the location of relevant target objects and communicate the necessary data to its
Tracker agent.
4. Obtaining an answer. Data obtained by Updater agents are sent to its corresponding
Tracker agent. The Tracker agent performs the union of the results obtained by its
Updater agents. Each Tracker agent sends its results to its MonitorTracker, which
combines the results coming from the different Trackers (lines 7-9 in Figure 1) and
sends the final answer to the monitor. Finally, the monitor presents the answer to
the user (line 11 in Figure 1).
5. Keeping the answer up-to-date. The proposed architecture have been designed
with the goal of processing continuous location-dependent queries efficiently. The
answer to a continuous query must be refreshed with a certain refreshment frequency [7], specified by the user according to his/her needs and the allowed cost of
wireless communications 4.
While a continuous query is executing, the deployed network of agents must adapt
to changes in the locations of moving objects. For example, as a reference object
moves, its associated area of interest moves too. Therefore, the related Tracker
agent must rearrange its network of Updater agents and update their SQL queries
with the new location of the reference object (line 4 in Figure 1). Similarly, if a reference object disappears from its current proxy 5, the Tracker agent needs to identify
the new proxy in charge of the location of the reference object. Besides, the Tracker
will also travel there, with two purposes: 1) remote requests about the location of
the reference object are avoided, and 2) when the reference object changes of proxy
it will be easier for the Tracker to locate its new proxy, as most location databases
schemes are more efficient when the searches imply nearby proxies[12]. It is not
the purpose of this paper to describe how the agents synchronize in order to provide
timely answers (see [7] for more details of our approach).
Notice in Figure 2 that the only wireless data transfer occurs when the Query Processor sends the MonitorTracker to the proxy of the monitor and when the MonitorTracker
sends a new answer to the Query Processor: any other communication occurs among
proxies using a fixed network.

4 Experiments
In this section, we describe some tests that we have performed to evaluate experimentally6 the reliability, accuracy and scalability of our prototype. The prototype has been
3
4
5

6

Such location parameters will be updated by the Tracker whenever necessary.
Alternatively, the system could adjust itself to the maximum frequency that it can achieve [8].
This is detected by the Tracker agent because the current proxy cannot provide the location of
the reference object anymore.
We have also modeled our system with Petri nets, which is out of the scope of this paper.
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developed using Java as programming language and Grasshopper [13] as mobile agent
system. We consider a scenario composed of six proxies; six Pentium IV 1.7 GHz with
Linux have been used to play the role of such proxies. DMSs have been implemented
as MySql databases, one on each proxy.
4.1 Tracking the Location of a Single Moving Object
We evaluate here our system with a query that tracks the location of a single object that
moves at 5 du/sec (distance units per second; e.g., 1 du = 1 mile or 1 du = 1 meter).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Monitoring an object at 5 du/sec ); (b) using an estimator

In Figure 3.a we show the imprecision (error in distance) committed by the Query
Processor for a query that simply tracks the location of such an object with a frequency
of 1 answer refreshment every five seconds. We show the error in distance, i.e., the
difference between the real location of the object and the location shown to the user
at each time instant. Notice that the minimum imprecision occur every five seconds,
corresponding to refreshments of the query answer, where the error is only due to the
time elapsed since a location is queried until that information is presented to the user 7 .
Figure 3.b was obtained by using a simple location estimator based on the last known
orientation and speed of the moving object. This estimator allows us to increase the
frequency of answers while keeping the same frequency of accesses to proxies and
wireless communications; in this case, we estimate one answer every second instead of
refreshing the answer every five seconds. The increase in the location error committed
by the query processor between seconds 35-45 in Figure 3.b is due to a wrong estimation
of locations caused by unexpected changes of the direction of the moving object. We
have tested the system with different speeds for the moving object and observed, in all
the cases, an improvement in the results when using an estimator.
4.2 Real Answer vs. Obtained Answer
In Figure 4 we evaluate the query processor in terms of expected answers for a continuous query (refreshment period of five seconds) that retrieves a set of objects moving at
7
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Fig. 4. Accuracy in the answer presented to the user

three du/sec. The X-axis shows several time instants (continuous vertical lines represent
refreshments of the answer) and the Y-axis indicates a number of objects. The continuous dark line indicates the number of objects in the ideal answer at each moment (we
measure the errors in the answer every second). Short vertical lines mean how many
extra objects (lines above the continuous line) and missing objects (lines below the
continuous line) were obtained by the query processor as answer to the issued query.
For instance, between 0:35 and 0:40 there is one missing object in the answer presented
to the user, and between 1:00 and 1:03 the answer shown by the query processor is
presenting one extra object. Thus, short vertical lines represent temporal imprecision
of the query processor, due to the time that it needs to detect a relevant change in the
information provided by proxies. This error becomes bigger due to the movement of
moving objects.
Notice that several objects can move at the same time in a way that the query processing mechanism can incur in imprecision. Please see the interval 0:45-0:50, when
imprecision arises because one object exited the area of interest at 0:44 (which was detected by Updaters) and another object entered the area of interest at the same time (the
number of objects in the ideal answer is still the same). However, the exiting object was
not immediately detected by the system as one Tracker agent was traveling between
BSs at that moment.
4.3 Scalability
We show in this section how the reliability of the query processor decreases when the
number of (users issuing) continuous queries increases. The more queries, the more
agents on the system (see Figure 5.a). However, notice that the environment is highly
distributed, and therefore many queries are needed to overload a single proxy 8, as shown
in Figure 5.b.
8

Unfortunately, the communication mechanism in the agent platform used (Grasshopper) becomes unreliable as the number of mobile agents increases, so we are currently evaluating
other alternatives.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Scalability of the Query Processor

Notice that increasing the number of moving objects does not affect the performance
of our system because of two reasons: 1) The query processor is not interested in all the
moving objects of the system, only in those belonging to a target class inside a certain
area, 2) if the number of target objects increases, more objects could belong to the
answer and therefore Updaters will retrieve more objects, but this issue does not affect
the performance. Moreover, if the number of proxies increases, the system becomes
more distributed but this does not negatively affect our system either (the overload at
each proxy could decrease!). The real bottleneck of the system is the number of agents
deployed, and this parameter only depends on the number of concurrent queries.
Apparently, we could improve the performance of the system by sharing agents
among queries. For example, the same Updater could execute SQL queries concerning
different location queries. However, we would need several threads, since the answers
for such location queries could need to be refreshed at different time instants (e.g.,
the refreshment frequencies could be different). As the performance of several agents
performing a single task is comparable to that of a single agent with several threads
(one for each task), we do not advocate this solution.

5 Related Work
The DOMINO project [15] proposes a model to represent moving objects in a database.
They focus on the problem of how to store location information about moving objects in
a database with the goal of processing spatial and temporal queries in an efficient way.
However, they consider a centralized architecture (the location data of moving objects
are available at a single data repository).
In MobiEyes [4] a distributed approach for the processing of location queries is
also proposed. However, in contrast to our proposal, the query processing is performed
on the moving objects themselves, with the following main disadvantages: 1) moving
objects must have certain “intelligence” as they must be aware of a geographic grid and
be able to process queries, 2) the processing and communication load of a moving object
depends on the number and type of queries issued into the system, 3) the approach is
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not completely distributed, as all the moving objects must communicate with a single
centralized computer (the mediator), and 4) they assume that the user is not interested
in a precise location of target objects.
In [16] the main concern is how to provide an up-to-date answer to the user while
minimizing communications, by deciding when to transmit results to a mobile host.
However, it is not well-adapted to deal with continuous queries that ask for locations of
moving objects (e.g., monitoring a truck fleet). It is based on predicted paths and also
considers a centralized architecture.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented an architecture for the processing of continuous locationdependent queries in wireless environments. We have then evaluated experimentally the
performance of our prototype, showing the precision and scalability of the system. The
main features of our approach are:
– We consider queries whose answer can depend on the movement of any relevant
object.
– We propose a distributed architecture based on mobile agents that obtain the answer
for a query by getting information from a distributed collection of DMSs with the
goal of tracking relevant moving objects in an efficient way.
– No assumptions are made regarding how the locations of moving objects are obtained. Thus, our system works for different granularities of location information
(e.g., GPS locations). Similarly, we do not overload moving objects with query
processing tasks.
As future work, we plan to research the advantages that data stream technology
can provide in this context. Another important issue is to extend our query language
(management of new spatio-temporal constraints).
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